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Too Much to Talk About
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Karl Low
I’m a happy camper today. This issue of The Voice Magazine
is one of the better ones, and there’s enough to talk about in
it that I don’t think I’ll have room to rant on anything else.
To start with, our feature article is an interview with what
I’ve come to consider a “typical” AU student, while at the
same time acknowledging there’s really no such thing. But
Charla Arnold, this week’s interviewee, comes close. You’d
think that would make for a feature that isn’t all that
interesting, but you’d be wrong. Charla gives a great
interview, a good read and one that I’m sure many will come
away from identifying with her and her life and connection
to AU.
We also take a look at some of what’s going on surrounding
AU’s 50th anniversary, as Francesca Carone looks at some of
the history of AU, and what their doing to celebrate this
anniversary, including some special scholarships, so you
don’t want to miss out on that.

Then, new writer Natalia Iwanek takes on the tricky subject
of the recent cancellation of a speech at the University of
Regina. It’s a tough case, in my mind. Is reading the poetry of a murderer something that should
not be done? What about a racist? Does free speech trump all? While I don’t presume to be able
to give definitive answers to such a question here in The Voice Magazine, Natalia’s look at the
planned lecture of former poet laureate George Elliot Clarke at the University of Regina, the
context, reaction, and results at least gives us all a base to consider these questions. What are your
thoughts? Did the university do the right thing? Did professor Clarke?
I haven’t figured out my own thoughts on this subject. I think one way for a while, then think of
counter arguments that sway me. And I can thank this article for giving me the background to
do that. Hopefully you’ll find it the same.
Also this week, for those who’ve followed me for a long time, you’re probably aware of how I like
to run reviews of various media in The Voice Magazine, even though we haven’t done so for quite
a while and even though, honestly, such things don’t seem to get a lot of traction from readers.
There’s a lot of competition out there for that kind of thing, after all. But that doesn’t mean we
can’t try, and this time, we’re not doing new music from small up-and-coming groups you
probably haven’t heard of. Instead, new writer Milica Markovic tries her hand at “Beats from the
Basement”. A look back at old music you may well be familiar with. Does it still hold up today?
Is it worth dusting off and putting vinyl on your digital stream? She starts off with Natasha
Bedington’s album Pocket Full of Sunshine with a solid track-by-track review. Check it out!
Finally, did you know it’s backwards day? What better day then, than to check out the Vintage
Voice. This time, we’re looking back at a couple of great articles that consider what it might be
like to “go back”, in very different ways. What they do have in common, however, is that both of
them are great reads from over a decade ago. I usually don’t push our older stuff, but then I see
things like this that remind me why it was important to be sure all of our back issues were
available online. Enjoy the read!
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Charla Arnold is currently enrolled in the Bachelor of Commerce
program at Athabasca University with a major in Accounting. Charla
was kind enough to share her experience with online learning and what
pushed her to enroll at AU.

Can you give us a little bit of background information about
yourself? Who are you? Where do you live, where do you come
from?

My name is Charla Arnold. I am a mom of four kids, ages 7, 9,
10, and 11. Due to “life” responsibilities—running a house, taking
care of children, working part-time—a traditional full-time
program wasn’t a good fit for me. I live in Port Colborne, a small
town in southern Ontario (not far from Niagara Falls), and
though the university is out-of-province, the flexibility makes it
worth the logistics.

What program are you in? Do you like your program?

I am currently working towards my Bachelor of Commerce
Major in Accounting and I love my program!

Could you describe the path that led you to Athabasca University? What was it that made you realize
you wanted to go (back) to school, and what pushed you into the Bachelor of Commerce program that
you have signed up for?

I was a good student in high school, strong in math, and I applied to several universities. I was
accepted into all that I applied for, but when it came time to choose and enroll and get things into
place, I was terrified. I wasn’t ready to take that step and decided instead to take up a trade – I
was able to take a six-week course through Niagara College and got my welding ticket. Thanks
to a friend in the industry, I was hired right away by a smallish company and started working in
a fabrication shop. One day, I helped out the invoicing clerk when it came time to bill for some
of the jobs and the Vice-President of Administration picked up on my math and accounting skills.
When the invoicing clerk moved to another position, I was offered the job and made the
transition from the shop floor to the office. I loved my high school accounting classes, but I did
not consider it as a career. I started to take night courses in accounting and economics, but once
I married my husband and had kids, the education stuff took a back seat. We agreed that I would
stay at home until the kids were older – the plan was to have four kids close together in age – and
so life continued on.
When our youngest started kindergarten I was offered an opportunity to work at the school as a
“lunch monitor”. Three hours a day, mostly in the hallways and outside during recess. The
principal complimented my ability to work with kids and asked if I ever considered working as a
teacher’s aide. The school board (French Catholic) is always looking for qualified aides and I had
a knack for it. College Boreal has an apprenticeship program that is very affordable (about $1,000
altogether for the two-year program) and with a few extra courses, the opportunity to earn a
college diploma. I decided to go for it and graduated from college three years later. I’m currently
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working as supply staff. It doesn’t feel, however, like the job I was meant for. I don’t “light up”
when I talk about the work and I miss working with numbers. So, I decided to pursue my degree.
I researched some of the different online options—the college programs had all been online and
I had excelled—and decided on Athabasca. I was awarded a block of transfer credits thanks to my
diploma and several course exemptions from college courses I took in my twenties. I’ve worked
in the accounting department for years but had not realized all that goes into it from the
management side, it’s insane! I’m finding the courses at AU so far to be challenging, and although
I’m still getting good grades, it’s a lot of work!

Do you have any advice for people who are on the fence about returning to school?

Make it work! There will never be a “good time” and it will never get easier to get started. I was
terrified of university all those years ago, but AU made it attainable. Instead of getting this great
big schedule outlining my next four years, AU gave me a list of what I need to accomplish and I
am able to tick one box at a time. I can plan the next few years if that’s what works for me, but
honestly, some of the courses are extremely hard, and I’m glad that I’m not enrolled in five of
them right now.

Do you have any hobbies? What do you do like to do when you’re not studying?

When I’m not studying, I like to craft—scrapbooking, cross-stitch, crochet. It’s funny actually,
I’m not particularly creative, but I’m resourceful. I love the way certain things look, but I need to
find a pattern, something to follow. It fits right in with how I study. I’ve been teaching my kids
some of the crafty things and they love it!

What are your plans for this education once you finish? What would be your dream job?

I’ll continue to supply as long as my kids are still young so that I can be home for mornings and
after-school homework. I would love to eventually pursue my MBA or CPA and work as an
accountant, but there isn’t one particular job that stands out at the moment. I’m enjoying the
schoolwork, learning, and don’t want to rush to “the next thing”.

Who in your life had the greatest influence on your desire to learn?

Growing up, my parents didn’t push anything in particular and they let me choose my own path.
My husband, more recently, has encouraged me to follow my dream (accounting) rather than just
taking the jobs that sort of fall in my lap. I hate that I sound so ungrateful about my current job
when I say that. The work at the school is fantastic—I’m able to say yes or no to a day of work
depending on my schedule and my kids (when one gets pink-eye, they all get pink-eye). It works
out really well and there is something very satisfying about teaching kids how to read and add
and cooperate. But it’s not what I wanted to be “when I grow up”. My desire to learn, I think, has
just always been there.

Could you describe your experience with online learning? What do you like?

Online learning rocks! The schedule is flexible and that works really well for me. I am very selfmotivated, so it’s great that I can finish the course work quickly if I have the time. When I have
less time due to other commitments, sick kids, or exhaustion, I’m able to take a few days to
regroup. I love being able to read ahead at 2 a.m. if I can’t sleep, that I have access to all of the
materials from the beginning, and that the videos are recorded ahead of time. I don’t have to
wait on staff or other students to progress in the course.

Is there anything that you have found that you dislike?

I do miss being able to ask small, silly questions without having to submit a request – like can I
go out-of-order on the questions during an online quiz. I’m also not crazy about online etextbooks – I like having a book. But the benefits far outweigh the cons.
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What’s your favorite AU course that you have taken so far, and why?

I really enjoyed CMIS 245 (Microcomputer Applications in Business - Windows). I was familiar
with about half of the Word and Excel elements, so I really felt like I was building on to a solid
base. I have worked a lot with Access as an “end-user”, so learning the programming end was
fantastic. I have only used PowerPoint once in my life – I learned a lot by working through the
textbook!

Would you recommend CMIS 245 to other students?

I would definitely recommend it for anyone working with the Microsoft Suite on a regular basis.
There are so many shortcuts that I’ve incorporated into my everyday life!

How do you find communications with course tutors?

Communicating with my course tutors has been great, even when I haven’t been particularly easy
to work with. I was graded 99% on an assignment and wrote in asking what I missed. The feedback
has been helpful and my assignments have been marked promptly. It’s been a very positive
experience.

What famous person, past or present, would you like to have lunch with?
I would love to have lunch with C.S. Lewis and just listen to him talk.

Why C.S. Lewis? What would you like to ask or learn from him?

I’ve read quite a bit of his literature and I’m fascinated by the way he thinks. I hate to admit that
I haven’t read the Chronicles of Narnia, but I’ve read the Screwtape Letters and The Space Trilogy
among others, as well as some of his non-fiction. I want to hear about what influenced him, his
pet peeves, and who he would like to sit down with! I’m Catholic and his views on Christianity
are fascinating!

Could you explain your proudest moment in your life?

The proudest moment of my life would be when I gave birth to my daughter. There is something
special about becoming a parent, becoming that person’s whole life (for a short while, at least),
that warms my heart. It’s the moment that changed my life the most, in that moment and ever
since. Following up, of course, is graduating college, buying a house, getting married… Life’s
“regular” events. Parenting for the win!

What is the most valuable lesson you have learned in life?

The most valuable lesson I’ve learned in life is that it’s better to listen than to talk. Most people
love to talk and you can learn so much if you just listen rather than trying to think of what else
you can say, how you can contribute to the conversation, or what you’re planning for dinner.
People, in general, want to be heard, and if you can really be in the moment and listen, amazing
things can happen.

What (non-AU) book are you reading now?

I just finished We All Fall Down by Daniel Kalla, a Canadian author.

Could you describe the book? Would you recommend others to read it?

It’s about the return of the black plague and I bought it because there have been a few cases of
the plague in Asia recently and it piqued my interest. The book was fantastic, and I highly
recommend it!
Brittany Daigle is 22 years old and completing her BSc in Computing Science & Information Systems with AU from Toronto, Ontario.
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Athabasca University’s 50th anniversary
Beyond 50

Francesca Carone

Athabasca University is celebrating their 50th
anniversary. On June 25, 1970, the Order in Council of
the Government of Alberta had opened it as a campusbased institution. Two years later, they decided to run a
test pilot of an open, distance university. The first
course they offered was World Ecology in 1973 and, after
that, it began to take off. The first time AU had a
convocation was in 1977 and for only two students! They
had mastered self-governing and became Alberta’s
fourth public university in 1978. At the time they were
located in Edmonton, but by 1984 had outgrown it and
moved to the town of Athabasca. Remarkably, AU was
the originator and pioneer of using computers to deliver
courses online. In fact, AU was the first to offer an MBA
online. It was termed the EMBA. This was the Executive
MBA program and it was the year 1994.

Being among the first Canadian Universities with open access and registration, and providing
distance (online) delivery, AU has earned their reputation as a world-class institution. They
provide what most typical universities cannot: a method of access to university programs for
those who live in remote areas and cannot, or do not want to, travel; those who want to pursue
education while also pursuing other interests or demands in life; those wishing to finish highschool and start at university early in life; as well as people who like the flexibility of studying
online. Our other main characteristic is in the word “open.” AU maintains an open admissions
policy. This means you can enroll in university even if you don’t have the traditional educational
background (Rainsberger & Buchanan). I for one am very grateful for having this type of
university, as I would not have been able to attempt this without the online aspect.
As part of their celebration, at the beginning of the month, they offered 50 new bursaries.
Unfortunately the deadline has passed, but there are some with a July 15th deadline. Termed the
I-CARE Completion Bursaries, they help provide support for students who have a financial need
or burden and may help them continue with their studies. Also look out for Beyond 50 events
coming up. You can check the news section for those events, or The Voice Magazine’s event
column, and anything new. Also, you can tell your story to AU in order to be featured in the hub
and get a free Beyond 50 t-shirt. They want to find students who can give “a personal story of
your history and an imagining of your potential.” (AU News).
Athabasca University’s history is indeed fascinating and shows how they had been at the head of
online and distance education in Canada. Today, they offer 950 online courses and serve over
40,000 students worldwide. They have a been a source of access and flexibility to many students
and a source of achievement for those who would may not have been able due to access and
educational history. From me, thank you, AU!
References
Athabasca University. https://www.athabascau.ca/aboutau/history/
Athabasca University. https://news.athabascau.ca/announcements/write-for-us-transforming-lives-moving-beyond
Athabasca University. https://news.athabascau.ca/learners/new-bursaries-available-for-aus-50th-anniversary
Rainsberger, Sarah. Buchanan, Marian. Open and Distance Universities in Canada.
https://universityadmissions.ca/open-distance-universities-in-canada/
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Freedom of Expression versus Inclusivity
At the University of Regina

January 24, 2020

Natalia Iwanek
Contentious topics, such as freedom of
expression versus truth and reconciliation,
are once again at the forefront of Canadian
news with recent events at the University of
Regina.

George Elliot Clarke at Queen’s University (2014) Photo by
Queen’s University

On January 23, George Elliot Clarke’s lecture
at the University entitled “Truth and
Reconciliation' versus 'the Murdered and
Missing': Examining Indigenous Experiences
of (In)Justice in Four Saskatchewan Poets,”
was to include convicted killer Stephen
Browne’s poetry. Browne’s editor, Clarke, a
renowned Nova Scotia-born poet, Canadian
poet laureate, recipient of the Governor
General's Literary Award and Order of
Canada, and English professor at the
University of Toronto, stated that he only
learned of Browne’s past four months ago.

In 1995, Stephen Browne, formerly known as
Steven Kummerfield, along with friend Alex Ternowetsky, murdered Pamela George while he
was a student at the University of Regina. Controversy and protests erupted as the pair, who were
charged with first-degree murder, resulted in a manslaughter verdict. After receiving parole in
2000, Browne moved to Mexico City, where he began his poetry career. Despite dehumanizing
treatment by the media and facing injustices during trial, Pamela George’s family remember her
as a loved 28-year old mother of two from Zagime Anishinabek Ojibway First Nation, north of
Regina.
Indigenous groups, such as the Federation of Sovereign Indigenous Nations (FSIN), as well as
students and faculty appealed to the university to cancel the planned lecture. Calls for boycotts
also resulted from the lack of consultation with Indigenous groups.
However, the university originally refused to cancel or censor the lecture. Richard Kleer, the
Faculty of Arts dean, stated that the university “seeks to encourage ‘open, civil and robust
discussion on controversial issues’ and that may include hosting people who have controversial
ideas or associate with controversial individuals.”
Although Clarke initially told CBC News that “he would not pander to ‘so-called intellectuals’ and
‘may or may not’ read a poem by Brown at the lecture,” he later decided against this, citing
“sensitivity to the feelings of the survivors of his victim.” Clarke then withdrew from the lecture
with apology.
On January 6, 2020, Manitoba MLA Nahanni Fontaine called for the removal of Stephen
Browne’s poems from the parliamentary poet laureate website. Upon succeeding, Fontaine was
quoted as stating, “Indigenous women will no longer stand by while patriarchy, misogyny and
racism are being upheld and celebrated.”
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On January 16, George Elliot Clark defended his position in an opinion piece, recently stating, “I
am a mixed Black and Indigenous writer and scholar, and my advocacy for justice for Indigenous
Peoples and People of Colour in Canada must never be in doubt.”
To some, this incident recalls several recent cases, such as Tina Fontaine and Colten Boushie, in
which the justice system has failed Indigenous communities on the prairies. In particular, the
outrage over the death of fifteen-year-old Tina Fontaine of Sagkeeng Anishinaabe First Nation
helped launch the Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women and Girls Inquiry (MMIWG).
Fontaine’s case led to Indigenous led movements, such as the Bear Clan Patrol, which helps keep
Indigenous communities safe, and Drag the Red, in which volunteers search Winnipeg’s Red
River for missing and murdered loved ones.
In Saskatchewan, the case of twenty-two year old Colten Boushie from Red Pheasant Cree Nation
revealed racial tensions and class inequalities that stem from historical policies of colonization
and predates the formation of Saskatchewan itself.
These include unfulfilled treaty
requirements, the Indian Act, the 60s Scoop, and the legacy of the residential school system.
Recently, nîpawistamâsowin: We Will Stand Up, revealed the aftermath of the trial and the Boushie
and Tootoosis families address the United Nations Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues.
In 2014, the RCMP revealed 1,181 missing and murdered Indigenous women and girls’ cases in
Canada, while advocates believe that the true number is between 4,000 and 5,000. At least
eighteen of these have been along Canada’s infamous Highway of Tears, also known as Highway
16 between Prince Rupert and Prince George, British Columbia since 1969. In response came
2016’s National Inquiry into Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women, concluding in June 2019
with Reclaiming Power and Place: The Final Report of the National Inquiry into Missing and
Murdered Indigenous Women and Girls, which revealed, “persistent and deliberate human and
Indigenous rights abuses and violations.”
Despite these statistics, proponents who support University’s decision, cite freedom of
expression, protected by Section 2 of the Charter of Canadian Rights and Freedoms. Specifically,
Section 2(b) discusses “freedom of thought, belief, opinion and expression, including freedom of
the press and other media of communication.” However, in Canada, freedom of expression is
“subject to limitations” particularly in Section 1.
Critics believe that creating a safe and welcoming campus for Indigenous students, staff, and
faculty, trumps all forms of expression. Opponents also state that the University has a long way
to go if it wishes to reach its Indigenization goal. Indigenization at Canadian universities began
several decades ago; however, Canada’s Truth and Reconciliation Commission’s 2015 calls to
action and specific directives resulted in Canada-wide implementation at Canadian postsecondary institutions. Initiatives include hiring of Indigenous faculty and staff, required
Indigenous courses, and Indigenous-run spaces and research centres. The University states that
they are committed to providing a safe space, as well as academic freedom.
Here at Athabasca, the Centre for World Indigenous Knowledge and Research strives to meet the
needs of Indigenous students, staff, nations, and organizations, while improving Indigenous
education methods, strengthening research, and preserving Indigenous knowledge, among many
other initiatives. For more information, students can access AU Education in Your Home,
Community, or Nation and University Education Without Limits. In addition, students can
major in the Bachelor of Management – Indigenous Nations and Organizations Major, which
focuses on the principles of Indigenous business and governance, or the Undergraduate Program
in Indigenous Studies, offering Cree language courses.
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Fly on the Wall

The Myth of the Star Pupil: It’s You

January 24, 2020

Jason Sullivan

Where Like a kitty walking invisible
circles before settling its paws down
upon a pillow, we at AU have to situate
ourselves not only in a comfortable
study nook but in a good place
psychologically. Material conditions
and emotional ambiance are key to our
success, but so too are the more
ephemeral facts of our mental
environment. Past school memories
may have taken on a life of their own,
a mythology of claustrophobia and
anxiety worthy of a Kafka novel. To
overcome the hegemony of this
historical association of learning with
suffering we ought to face it head on.
Michel Foucault reminds us to not be surprised that memories of school days may evoke hallways
of tears, “Is it surprising that prisons resemble factories, schools, barracks, hospitals, which all
resemble prisons?”
Past pains are at the root of our learned distrust of educational institutions. After the family unit,
school is the next place that we learn that others command power over us. Naturally this has
consequences for our sense of lived enjoyment and its repression. So, for us to reclaim our glee
in the face of a faceless institution, we must reformulate our past experiences of education.
Moving forward, let's write our own mythologies of success and with happier endings. At AU, we
can embody the best version of ourselves imaginable; true mythologies of our student selves who
thrive while learning in a liberating environment. Like the superheroes we are, success at AU
happens on our terms and without dress codes, snarky instructors, or belligerent bullies.

Rootless Learning, the Meaning Behind the Myth

We enjoy learning or we'd not be at AU, but what if the essential process of learning has no root
or origin? School is so much more than the buildings where we were taught. Likewise, there's a
mythology surrounding self-hood and its emergence along with language acquisition; both seem
to be part of an educational process. Yet the mists of time blur and obscure the difference
between learning naturally and being educated.
Physical context falls away and we left with the pure mythology of learning and education. The
latter may strike an ominous chord in our hearts because of its association with institutions.
However, Jacques Derrida notes that the search for any original meaning is more about
methodology than the reality of meaning itself. Derrida writes “There is no unity or absolute
source of the myth. The focus or the sources of the myth are always shadows and virtualities
which are elusive, unactualizable, and nonexistent in the first place ... The discourse on this
acentric structure, the myth, that is, cannot itself have an absolute subject or an absolute center.
In order not to short change the form and the movement of the myth, that violence which
consists in centering a language which is describing an acentric structure must be avoided ... In
opposition to epistémicdiscourse, structural discourse on myths—mythological discourse—must
itself be mythomorphic.” Or in other words, the mythology, good or evil, associated with
education is innately labile.
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To understand myths that may suppress our abilities is simultaneously to harness and enable new
and more empowering storylines. To pin down the origins of our uneasiness with schooling is
less important than realizing the creative prowess we possess in forming new mythologies.
However our past schooling formed us, it's now up to us to imagine a vista where we thrive as
distance students. From the outset it helps to recall that school didn't universally suck, like some
soul-destroying black hole, any more than AU will automatically provide a panacea to all our
mental or intellectual shortcomings. Plurality is the stuff of myth just as it is the truth of our
selves; we and our learning are each not one but many. This is especially true where mythologies
converge.

Clause Levi-Strauss: The Unstructured Structure of Mythology

Our core beliefs about learning function as mythologies in our own lives. The structuralistanthropologist Claude Levi-Strauss had to admit that in the nebulous realm of mythology, the
assumption that truth is discoverable can itself be an impediment to understanding mythology.
Levi-Strauss writes: “In effect the study of myths poses a methodological problem by the fact that
it cannot conform to the Cartesian principle of dividing the difficulty into as many parts as are
necessary to resolve. There exists no veritable end or term to mythical analysis, no secret unity
which could be grasped at the end of the work of decomposition. The themes duplicate
themselves to infinity. When we think we have disentangled them from each other and can hold
them separate, it is only to realize that they are joining together again, in response to the
attraction of unforeseen affinities. In consequence, the unity of the myth is only tendential and
projective; it never reflects a state or a moment of the myth” (Levi-Strauss, 1964)
Clearly, to comprehend a myth one must use a myth; it takes one to know one. Our education is
not a dull pain or sorrow but a storybook open to interpretation as we grow. This is especially
true for us at AU who are forging our identities anew. If we think of our journey as a fable that's
probably more realistic than thinking of it strictly in terms of a list of study times, quizzes, tutor
phone calls and exam invigilations. We are not machines ready to be uploaded with data; we are
poetic, striving beings and AU allows us to foment and elucidate our greatest academic
superpowers. What school was to us in the past can morph into a new mythology replete with
more positive experiences.
To understand and embody the myths that we are, and specifically the studious characterizations
that create our successful AU selves, is to realize that behind the curtain of myth is not truth but
the creative faculty from which truth emanates. Beneath every well are countless wellsprings that
link waters across the landscape. Learning, after all, includes learning how to access the eternal
wellspring of our desire for knowledge. AU provides an academic path to the mythic fountain of
mental youth.
References
Derrida, J. (1970). 'Structure, Sign and Play in the Discourse of the Human Sciences'. Retrieved from
http://www2.csudh.edu/ccauthen/576f13/drrdassp.pdf
Foucault, M. (1977). Discipline and Punish. Toronto: Penguin Books. Retrieved from
https://www.shmoop.com/foucault/quotes.html
Levi-Strauss, C. (1964). The Raw and the Cooked: Mythologiques #1. University of Chicago Press. 1983 reprint. Chicago.
Jason Hazel-rah Sullivan is a Masters of Integrated Studies student who loves engaging in discourse while working in the sunny orchards and
forests of the Okanagan.
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Natasha Bedingfield
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Milica Markovic
Artist: Natasha Bedingfield
Album: Pocketful of Sunshine

With services like Spotify, and considering
the current trends in music I think it'd be
interesting to go back in time, even just a
decade or so ago, to see what kind of music
could make a comeback now; especially since
we see current artists giving nods to genres
like doo-wop and 80s synthpop. Welcome to
”Beats from the Basement”, in which I dust
old albums I find in my basement and decide
whether they could be made good as new!
Considering that alternative rock and hip
hop dominated the music scene in 2007,
Natasha Bedingfield’s lively yet soothing take
on R&B in Pocketful of Sunshine felt like a
breather from the louder, fast-paced tracks.
When this came out, I was halfway through
middle school, struggling with my goals and
sense of belonging, so her empowering lyrics
came into my life at the perfect time.
Not every song resonated with me, however, but I won’t get ahead of myself. The album opens
with “Put Your Arms Around Me”, a song that makes me think of a bohemian summer wedding,
complete with wooden swings and flower crowns. It’s a blissful tale of two people who overcame
obstacles in their relationship and cherish every moment together. While songs of this type tend
to be dramatic and grandiose, Bedingfield instead chose a mellow, rustic theme, suggesting a
charming maturity in her view on romance.
We then dive right into “Pocketful of Sunshine”, which still receives frequent radio play and for
good reason. Resilient and upbeat, Bedingfield sings about finding happiness amidst her troubles.
It’s cathartic all throughout—in the way a person rises to the shore for air or a firework prepares
for ignition. It ends on a quieter note, though, as Bedingfield almost whispers assurance to her
heart; this stylistic choice is fitting of a person who is in tune with themselves.
The self-love motif is less abstract in the uplifting “Happy”. Bedingfield tells a story about
gathering inspiration from everything she loves in life to combat any setbacks thrown her way,
such as losing a job and scrambling to pay rent. As someone who’s struggled to keep her career
on course, I relate to the idea that you must trust yourself enough to take control of your
predicament by looking at the positives. Bedingfield’s voice is featured more prominently than
usual, and she gives the song a carefree personality by giggling one of her notes near the end.
Featuring Sean Kingston, “Love Like This” interrupts the winning streak with over-processed
vocals and the cliché of shouting out random words. Kingston’s presence is underused; there was
a missed opportunity for him to actively reminisce on his in-song romance with Bedingfield. As
it stands, they’re recounting two different stories: she blames other men for trying to get in the
way of their love, while his brief verse claims his friends’ reservations about her made their
relationship rocky at first. The soft reggae tune is otherwise pleasant to listen to.
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“Piece of Your Heart” showcases a more aggressive side
to Bedingfield’s usually whimsical demeanour. In it,
she bluntly confronts her partner about what she needs
in a relationship and their unnecessary fixation on her
flaws. Because it explores the complicated parts of
being in love, this piece feels more authentic and threedimensional when compared to some of her other love
songs. Her extended vocal range and those powerful
piano chords add to the drama.
I can’t say the same for “Soulmate”, however. Here,
Bedingfield supposedly longs for everlasting love, but
I’m not convinced she does by her underwhelming
performance alone. Had she convinced me, it would
have made up for the generic string and piano
ensemble like those we hear in so many other ballads.
“Say It Again” is similar to “Happy” with its funky
rhythm, but it’s especially worth listening to for
Bedingfield’s brightly layered vocal harmonies in the
chorus. The lyrics detail her hesitance to confess her
feelings and she hopes her person of interest will do it
first. I’d be lying if I said this frustrates me, as I’d never
been one to make the first move myself, so I can
appreciate the shout out to us introverts.
Singer Darkchild joins us on “Angel” and I’m normally
a fan, but his work on “Angel” isn’t his most innovative.
This is a song about providing solace to your loved one.
What could have sounded delicate and otherworldly
instead has too much going on by virtue of loud beats
and the vocal competition between a robotized
Darkchild and an exhausted Bedingfield. Her attempt
to keep up with hip hop feels forced, and the song’s
urbanization leaves it hollow and dated even for its own
era.
Thankfully, “Backyard” brings back the magic with
Bedingfield’s fond memories of her childhood friend.
There’s a subdued gleam to it, coupled with
Bedingfield’s raspy voice that make her lyrical nostalgia
and childlike wonder believable even as an adult. It’s
captivatingly ambiguous, too, in that we’re never sure
whether she’s flirting or yearning for a more innocent
time.
We also return to self-empowerment in “Freckles”. It’s
a less funky version of “Happy”, with an emphasis on
the acoustic guitar, but its strength lies in its message
about learning to embrace your unique qualities.
Bedingfield likely wrote “Freckles” for a younger
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AU-thentic Events
Upcoming AU Related Events
Live chat - Doctorate in Business
Administration

Wed, Feb 5, 3:00 to 4:00 pm MST
Online
Hosted by AU Faculty of Business
news.athabascau.ca/events/live-chatdoctorate-in-business-administration20200205
Access through above link

Creating a Successful 3MT

Thurs, Feb 6, 1:30 to 2:30 pm MST
Online
Hosted by AU Faculty of Graduate Studies
www.eventbrite.ca/e/creating-a-winning3mt-presentation-presented-by-dustinpurnell-aus-2019-3mt-winner-tickets86709334955
Register online at above link

Zotero and Mendeley Citation Management
Tools
Thurs, Feb 6, 3:00 to 4:30 pm MST
Online
Hosted by AU Library
library.athabascau.ca/orientations.html
No pre-registration necessary; access
through above link

BMgmt/CPHR Info Session

Thurs, Feb 6, 5:00 to 6:00 pm MST
Online
Hosted by AU Faculty of Business
news.athabascau.ca/events/bmgmt-cphrinformation-session-20200206
Register through above link

AUSU Council General Election - call for
nominations
Now until Fri, Feb 7, 11:59 pm MST
Online
Hosted by AUSU
www.ausu.org/event/ausu-generalelection-call-for-nominations/
Register through above link

All events are free unless otherwise noted.
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audience due to its simplistic lyrics, but I’d argue they’re widely accessible to anyone dealing with
insecurities.
“Who Knows” is another experiment that works to Bedingfield’s benefit. For a change, she admits
to her uncertainty in pursuing a relationship. The clumsy and confused spin on soft rock matches
this idea.
It is followed by my favourite song on the album, “Pirate Bones”. Sung entirely in metaphors,
Bedingfield questions the top priority in a person’s life by contesting the popular myth that
claims gold is a pirate’s most valuable treasure. Her pleading, the spooky rhythm, and the rattling
notes contribute to the production’s urgent message: if you don’t curb your greed, you’ll have to
face the consequences.
Pocketful of Sunshine, interestingly, closes with its fastest track, “Not Givin’ Up”. It shares thematic
similarities with “Piece of Your Heart” in terms of its tough love attitude toward improving a
relationship. I wouldn’t be surprised if Bedingfield was inspired by Kelly Clarkson or P!nk – such
strong references help her break out of her comfort zone.
Although I would’ve liked to hear more variety, this album demonstrates that figuring yourself
out or reliving the best moments of your life have no timeline, and you can listen to most of these
songs at any point as a reminder of what motivates you to be happy.

Scholarship of the Week

Digging up scholarship treasure for AU students.
Scholarship name: TAC Foundation Scholarships
Sponsored by: Transportation Association of Canada
Deadline: February 28, 2020
Potential payout: up to $6000
Eligibility restriction: Applicants must be Canadian citizens
or permanent residents, enrolled at a university or college in
an academic program related to the planning, design, construction,
operations, maintenance and program management of road and highway
infrastructure and urban transportation, enrolled in at least two semesters of full-time studies in
the period from September 2020 to August 2021, and graduating by September 2021.
What's required: An online application form including contact and academic information,
answers to a series of questions, a short essay on your views on the future of transportation in
Canada, an academic transcript, a résumé, and a completed academic reference form.
Tips: See the list of scholarships on the Current Scholarships page; a single application suffices
for all.
Where to get info: www.tac-atc.ca/en/about-us/tac-foundation/scholarships
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Course Exam

Brittany Daigle

CHEM 218 (Chemical Principles II) is a three-credit introductory chemistry course that is a
continuation of CHEM 217 (Chemical Principles I). This course covers chemical kinetics, chemical
equilibrium, acid-base and solubility equilibria, thermodynamics, electrochemistry, the
chemistry of metals and non-metals, nuclear chemistry, and an introduction to organic
chemistry. CHEM 218 may not be taken for credit if credit has already been obtained for CHEM
209.
CHEM 218 requires students to have completed CHEM 217 prior to enrolling into CHEM 218.
Students should be aware that concurrent registration in CHEM 217 and 218 is not permitted. In
order for students to avoid unnecessary delays, the course professor will normally grant
permission for students to register in CHEM 218 as soon as the final examination in CHEM 217
has been written. The combination of CHEM 217 and CHEM 218 is the equivalent to first-year
university chemistry.
If you are interested in learning more about Chemical Principles I, read my in-depth Course
Exam article on CHEM 217.
Chemical Principles II is made up of laboratory work worth a total of twenty percent, some tutormarked assignments weighing twenty percent, a midterm examination for twenty percent, and a
final examination weighing a total of forty percent. To receive credit for CHEM 218, students
must complete all of the course work and achieve an overall composite grade of at least a “D” or
fifty percent, and at least fifty percent on each of the two examinations. Registration for this
course also includes two e-textbooks.
CHEM 218 has a compulsory laboratory component which includes two days of supervised
laboratory sessions. Credit may be obtained for equivalent laboratory work carried out within the
last five years at a recognized college or university. Laboratory sessions are normally scheduled
in Edmonton and Calgary. Up-to-date information regarding the laboratory schedule can be
found on the Centre for Science website.
To help you complete this course, students should purchase an electronic calculator capable of
handling logarithms and exponentials. Students are able to take their calculators to both the
midterm and final examinations and can be used in laboratory sessions. Other items to consider
purchasing are stationery, including paper for assignments, pens, pencils, a ruler, etc.
Heather Fox is enrolled in the Bachelor of Science in Human Sciences program at Athabasca
University and she hopes to be finished in just over a year. She has also completed both CHEM
217 and CHEM 218 at AU. She introduces herself, “My name is Heather and I am a stay at home
mom in Calgary, Alberta to twin toddlers and a teenager. I work from home running a successful
Etsy shop, and also volunteer on the side for our local twin association.”
When asked to explain CHEM 218 to students, Heather states “This course built up on what was
learned in CHEM 217. This covered an introduction to acid-base reactions, thermodynamics,
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electrochemistry, and a basic introduction to organic chemistry. The textbook for this course was
the same as CHEM 217.”
As for the structure of the course, Heather explains that CHEM 218 “Had four assignments, a
midterm, a final and lab reports. I feel the same about the assignments as CHEM 217, they were
applicable and helpful. The labs were done on site, I was able to do them in Calgary over a
weekend. The lab staff was great and very helpful, and it was an enjoyable time. The lab reports
were the same as CHEM 217, although they required to be a bit longer and more in-depth. The
exams were reflective of the material and there were practice exams to use to prepare. I felt there
was enough practice material provide to prepare you for the exams.”
Heather would recommend CHEM 218 to students, stating “I found the whole of the course quite
easy and the format was easy to follow. I also had no issues with my tutor. My exams and
assignments were marked quickly and they were always quick to reply to emails. I have no
complaints at all.”
As for tips and tricks to completing this course, she states to “Practice, practice, practice! I
recommend doing all of the practice questions at the end of each chapter, and review the practice
midterm and final when preparing for the exam.”
Whether CHEM 218 is a degree or program requirement of yours, or the content discussed above
is of interest to you, this course will have you learning a lot of interesting material surrounding
chemical principles.
Brittany Daigle is 22 years old and completing her BSc in Computing Science & Information Systems with AU from Toronto, Ontario.

Unearthing classic articles from previous issues
of The Voice Magazine.
Mid winter is the perfect time for the levity of Backward Day on January
31. Our writers have often immersed themselves in the spirit of
absurdity, so it's worth a backward glance into the archives.
Resting on his laurels. Writer Bill Pollett envisions the day he'll be
finished his degree, when he can start purging himself of all he's learned.
"Phase Two of my life plan...will involve the gradual and systematic
unlearning of all the academic twaddle that I have previously absorbed."
Unlearning, September 24, 2003
Is the grass really greener? Jana Thurova returns to university in Slovakia after completing
several years of education in North America. "What I really don’t like is the atmosphere in classes
and some teachers’ attitudes. Students are required to show complete respect." Education—From
Communism to Free Enterprise, July 9, 2003.
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Midwinter Wishes
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Darjeeling Jones
I don’t know what it’s like in the place where you live, but,
here in Winnipeg, the winter, for all its majesty, can be hard
and brutal. I am not a spiritual person, but I do believe
there is some sort of warmth and benediction from the
lighting of metaphorical candles, the offering up of wishes
and prayers. Here are some small midwinter invocations;
I’m floating them out there into the long night, like invisible
Chinese lanterns. I have no idea where they’ll land.
First, this is for all those who have found it difficult to sleep
in these troubled days; who have tossed and turned, night
after night, through the small hours of the morning as the
wild winds of the world come howling and storming: may
the choirs of good fortune lull you softly into the sweetest
of dreams.
Then, this is for those who have waited too long to be seen,
because they refuse to push others out of the spotlight: may
your glories, so long concealed, finally be revealed.

This is for the keepers of lost, dying, or often-unheralded
arts; those who devote themselves to labours of love, and
toil in obscurity—the glassblowers, calligraphers, neon sign
makers, poets, luthiers, playwrights, window display artists,
shoemakers, dancers: may you live a fruitful life, with inspiration always at your elbow, and may
you see your legacy rewarded. Never forget that science and technology can display the magic
of the world and leave footprints on the moon, but craftsmanship and beauty can display the
wonders of the heart and leave footprints on the soul.
This is for all those who continually give us the gifts of comfort, security, and joy in countless
ways: the cooks baking casseroles and pies in their kitchens; the singers of songs in smoky cafes;
the mechanics fixing radiators and headlights so we can get home safely; the doctors and nurses
helping to heal a child’s lung: the environmentalists working so hard to heal our planet: may the
good you do for others be visited upon you in return.
This is for the lost and lonely, who have wandered so far, heartbroken and frightened along
deserted highways, through inclement weather, feeling homesick for a place you’ve never been
lucky enough to have lived. Trust me, I know how long the road has been. There are wolves.
The nights are dark and cold. But always remember that every journey has its rewards. Here is
my fondest wish for you: May you find your way to the cabin door of the Light-hearted Beauties.
I know they won't ask any questions. Hang your coat by the door. There'll be food in the pantry,
soup on the stove; their kitchen table is wide and scarred with use. Lamps will be lit, and music
will be playing. Warm your feet beside the fire. Offer them a song, or offer them a story; I know
they will be grateful.
Finally, this is for the strong-minded and the gentle-hearted, the melancholy and the frivolous,
the fearless and the frightened, the warriors and the clowns, the angry and the joyful, the
disillusioned and the dreamers, the new arrivals and the dearly departed: may you know,
somewhere, somehow, that you have added your own resonant, gorgeous voice to the immortal
chorus, that you have lived your life well, exactly as you should, and it has never been in vain.
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The Fit Student

No Such Thing as a Toxic Family

Marie Well
I went to pay for my milk at the Shopper's Drugstore
counter. The friendly Filipino clerk smiled at me and said,
“It's 25% off Thursday. Do you have a rewards card?”
I shook my head no, but stayed hopeful.
“I'll give you the discount anyway,” she smiled.
I laughed warmly. “When you leave this world,” I replied,
“You'll see how much this moment meant to me.” Her face
lit up for a moment but then slid into a frown.
“When I leave this world, it won't be good,” she replied, her
eyes growing watery. “My daughter and I …”.
My heart clenched. “Not good?” I asked.
Her head hung low. “She's 28. I have a grandchild with her,”
she sadly said.

I was in a hurry, and the car waited for me just outside the
window. I had so much I wanted to say to her, but all I said
was, “I know you'll turn your relationship around 360 degrees.”
She looked at me, hopeful, but I merely smiled, said goodbye, turned, and rushed out the door.
And that was it.
Today I can't stop thinking about the lady, and what I wish I had said.
I struggled with my dear family, so badly that I came down with severe migraine headaches day
in day out. So, I looked up books on bad family dynamics. What did I find? Books about toxic
parents, toxic families, toxic kids, toxic mothers, how to survive an unloving mother, cutting ties
with toxic families, and on and on. And I read these books, which fueled my anger and
righteousness. Surely, I was done wrong.
And so the chasm grew.
Not one book taught me how to grow in love for the family. Not one book.
I believe the purpose of life is to learn to love one another. To me, there is no higher purpose
than love. And our families are put into our lives for us to learn how to love. Even our friends
and enemies exist for us to learn how to love. Our pets, our partners, our colleagues, our
neighbors all exist for us to learn how to love.
Anything less than love is a shortcoming in our personal growth.
I recently heard a story about a guy who stopped talking to his parents. His dad kept phoning to
congratulate him for his successes, but the guy refused to speak with his dad. Six months later,
his dad died of a heart attack. You don't want to face a death in the family with hard or mixed
feelings. You only want to part with love—with forgiveness, with compassion.
In the Emotional Wound Thesaurus, I read about horrific family dynamics. Family secrets seem
to haunt many of us: abuse, incest, conditional love, addictions, abandonment, narcissism, even
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murder. The reality is, most families are mixed up. Show me a family without issues, and I'll
write a research report about the rarity. If your family is healthy, either they're sent from Mars,
or you've got a great attitude. My guess is the latter.
The first rule to creating a loving family is to know it’s solely our responsibility. After all, we can't
control others; we can only control ourselves. I believe our families don't need to change one bit,
no matter how toxic we believe them to be. Instead, the more we start treating them with courtesy
and love, never blaming them, but owning any toxicity, the more the bond of love sprouts. It
may take years, but if we give nothing but unconditional love, our family toxicity will fade, and
our family love will flourish. That means, we must never criticize, blame, complain, or condemn
our families. But don’t expect the same treatment back. That's how love grows like wildflowers.
I deemed my family toxic until I realized I was the toxic one. I felt finally free once I took
ownership of my role and saw their reactions to me as natural responses for their stage of
development. And once I started doing and saying things that only built them up, encouraged
their best, supported them, and showed caring for them, only then did love blossom. If the love
didn't flourish, I knew I needed to do more, expecting nothing in return.
As for my smiling Filipino friend, I wish I had referred her to the source that started me off in
the enlightened direction: a book by The Marriage Foundation. It's about marriage, not families,
but it was the only book that helped me turn around my family dynamic.
I believe there are no such things as toxic families. After all, what everybody truly wants,
including our families, is unconditional love. And that love depends on us.

Student Sizzle — AU's Hot Social Media Topics
Following What's Hot around AU's Social Media Sites.
AthaU Facebook Group

Ralph can't post on a course discussion board; the issue is posts aren't permitted
until the official course start date. Hassan wonders what happens if a student
misses a ProctorU exam due to illness; responders point out the 10-day
window for exams.
Other posts include student loans, dictionaries in exams, printing quiz
results, and courses ACCT 253, CMNS 423, FREN 100, PSYC 340, and WGST
304.

Twitter

@AthabascaU tweets: "Add to your professional network throughout 2020 by joining Alumni
Connect powered by @10kcoffees. You’ll receive monthly introductions to alumni mentors who
are eager to their expertise with students. https://bit.ly/36DMolj #RBCFutureLaunch
#MentoringMonth."
@austudentsunion tweets: "Are you on track to finish your #AthabascaU degree? Make sure you
are meeting all of your program requirements online with AU's DegreeWorks.
http://registrar.athabascau.ca/degreeworks/ #igo2AU."

Youtube

AU presents Student Financial Aid, a 5-minute video about funding programs available to eligible
AU students.
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Six Tips to Eat Out on a Budget

Xin Xu
Despite my efforts to trim down the
“dining out” nights each week, I still find
that, more times than not, eating out is
inevitable. Particularly, when many of our
relationships are cultivated over food;
whether it is a first dinner date or brunch
with the pals. For the financially savvy AU
student, what are some strategies to
improve cost savings while also enjoying
a meal outside of the house?

1. Research the menu before hand:
One strategy I like to employ
includes thoroughly doing your
research before suggesting a dining
location. For example, while you
might not always get your top pick of
Getting to know my local bubble tea menu before my actual visit
restaurants, having a few budgethelped me narrow down my ordering choices
friendly eateries on your list will help
create some ideas for both yourself
and the individuals you might pitch to. Most restaurant menus are available online
through Google Reviews or Yelp and taking a peek at these prior to sitting down and
ordering might help with an informed decision. Also,
having access to photos from other food reviewers
helps you have a better understanding of the portion
sizes so you won’t over or under order.

2. Have a say in the restaurant options: Whenever a
social outing is necessary, I typically take a moment
to research a few restaurants before pitching the top
few. For example, if the three star Michelin star
burger joint proposed by your friends is outside of
your budget range, then offering restaurants in your
comfort zone might help reduce the “financial
damage” done.

3. Pick items without large combos: Many restaurant
combos offer upgrades with an extra side of fries or
mashed potatoes, however if you’re both health and
financially conscious, then perhaps selecting a main

Happy hour lunches help you curb your
food cravings while looking after your
wallet
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would be a better option. If the combo means you’ll have to pack up the rest, then it’s
likely that you’ve over-ordered. To have a picture of their serving sizes, ask the server
for more details or look at the restaurants’ Yelp reviews to find photos that can give
some hints to their serving size.

4. Alternatively look for large portions to share instead:
At times when I was not entirely hungry but the pre-set
menus did not allow for smaller items, sharing might be an
excellent option. Sometimes, the appetizer portion alone is
enough to qualify for a meal.

5. Look for specials: Almost every restaurant offers
weekday specials or happy hours that can significantly
reduce the final bill size.

6. Pre-eat before the
occasion: while this
may sound silly, but
Dim sum creates many opportunities
pre-eating has been
for sharing
tested and true for
many occasions when the restaurant was either too
upscale for my student budget or when I was not a
huge fan of the restaurant decided by the event
organizer. Therefore, I would eat a smaller meal
prior to heading out to the social gathering. On
many fronts, pre-eating has been valuable in helping
me choose smaller plates or soups rather than a
mammoth meal.
Xin Xu is a post-graduate health-science AU student, aspiring clinician, globe-trotter,
parrot breeder and tea-connoisseur.

Having pre-ate before a Christmas gathering, I
could make some more health-conscious (and
financially-conscious) choices at dinner
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The Poor Love Nut’s Guide to Valentine’s Day

Marie Well

Trying to get ready for Valentine’s Day, but you’re broke?
Many students can identify. But that doesn't mean you
can't treat your loved one like a King or Goddess. If, like
me, you're a poor love nut, then I’ve got tips on how to
make your true love’s heart throb on Valentine's Day:
Tip #1: Don't expect a gift. Not one. If you expect zero
gifts for Valentine's Day, you can focus on love's finest
essence: selfless giving. With this mindset, you can make
Valentine's Day as magical as your wildest—most
generous—dreams.
Tip #2: Give a heart-shaped box of chocolates at bare
minimum. If you can't afford a box of chocolates, then a
heart-shaped anything will do. You could draw and color
a red heart, placing a poem in its center. As long as the
heart is there, that's what matters.

Tip #3: Go all out on the meal. Treat your loved one to
the finest dinner—go upscale—I mean world class
dining—even if it means just your loved one eats while you stare longingly into his or her eyes.
If you can't afford dinner, consider buying or baking a five-dollar pie. If you can't afford a
Valentine’s pie, consider fasting for a full day, using your savings to buy that pie. As long as you
nourish your loved one, that's what matters.
Tip #4: Give a great gift. Apply for financing, if you must, but make sure you're able to pay it off.
Financing can be applied to specific stores, from jewelry to sporting goods to electronics and
more. But that's how poor love nuts get poor in the first place. Perhaps a better idea is to build,
knit, or bake it.
Tip #5: Create an experience. Take your Valentine to a movie. Or treat your loved one to a trip
to a neighboring town, a tour of a museum, or a walk in a park. But avoid taking your loved one
to a nightclub. Alcohol and pick up places don’t shout, “I’m healthy," or, “I'm in it for life.” And
if it's not for life, why bother? Valentine's day spent with the soul you vow to love for life feels
like fireworks and cotton candy.
Tip #5: Make a list of one hundred things you love about your dear one. Make sure every listed
item flatters. And then roll it in a scroll and place it in a bottle. I know messages in a bottle are so
80s, but, hey, Boy George had the hair.
Tip #6: Renew your vows. Vow to serve your loved one 24-7 on Valentine's Day. You’ll stir
romance by offering massages, meals, acts of service, kind words, gifts, quality time, and physical
touch … (that's the Poor Love Nut’s plagiarism of Garry Chapman’s The Five Love Languages). But
if that's too much to fit in one day, then try uttering only sweet words: that means no criticism,
no complaints, no condemnation, and no blame. None of that. Make sure you only speak (and
think) words that build up, compliment, please, validate, or express love toward your dear one.
Otherwise, silence makes for the Valentine's virtue.
Now that you know how to treat your loved one like a Valentine's King or Goddess—do it all year
round.
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Anger Management
Dear Barb:
Hi, I read your column often and I was waiting for one to
come out about people's struggles with dieting in the New
Year. I am looking for a good diet since I need to lose about
40 pounds. It seems every time I hear about a great new diet,
within a year it turns out to be unhealthy in one way or
another. I was just getting ready to start the keto diet and
yesterday I saw something on the news saying it wasn't a
healthy choice for long term. I have even tried to go vegan,
but I ended up feeling unwell and my doctor thought I wasn't
getting enough protein. It seemed to require so much work
that I went back to eating meat. I just want a way to eat so I can
lose some weight and remain healthy and be able to sustain it
long term. Is that even a possibility? Thanks Candice.
Hi Candice;
You are the first column of the year on dieting. What you are
asking is definitely a possibility. I agree the dieting industry is
constantly changing and it's difficult to know if the diet you
choose will be healthy and sustainable. Three of the top weight
loss diets in 2019 are the Mediterranean Diet, WW (formerly
Weight Watchers), and the Vegetarian Diet. Researching each
of these diets will help you to find a way to eat in order to lose
weight and stay healthy for the long term.
Three of the worst diets for weight loss in 2019 are the
Carnivore Diet, the Whole30 Diet and the Keto Diet. Do your research and find out. Also consult
the Canada Food Guide. The Guide will provide you with information for maintaining a balanced
and healthy diet and ways to develop healthy eating habits, such as eating mindfully. Don't eat
on the run; sit down and pay attention to what and how you are eating; basically, enjoy your meal.
Diets that provide rapid weight loss are proven over and over again to be temporary, and when
the weight comes back, it is usually with a few extra pounds added on, thus resulting in the yo-yo
affect. Staying active should also be included in a healthy weight loss program. Choose to walk
rather than drive when possible. Include a yoga or meditation class as part of your daily routine.
When feasible use whole food rather than processed. Take the time to prepare veggies and fruit
for snacks, rather than grabbing a bag of chips or other sugary snacks. If fresh fruit is not available,
choose unsweetened, frozen or canned. Frozen veggies are a better choice than canned as canned
is usually high in salt. Stay hydrated by drinking lots of water rather than pop or other sugary
drinks. Make sure to eat at least three meals a day. When you make good food choices you will
naturally lose weight, but give it time, if you want the weight to stay off you have to make a
lifestyle change and stay with it. Diets offer short terms results that do not last. Thanks for your
letter Candice; I hope this information is helpful.
Email your questions to voice@voicemagazine.org. Some submissions may be edited for length or to protect confidentiality; your real
name and location will never be printed. This column is for entertainment only. The author is not a professional counsellor and this column
is not intended to take the place of professional advice.
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IMPORTANT DATES

The information on this page is provided by the AU Students’
Union. The Voice does not create this content. Contact AUSU
at services@ausu.org with any questions about this article.

Why Should you Run for AUSU
Student Council?
Athabasca University has approved a 7% tuition fee
increase for 2020-2021, with the potential of 2 more years
of increases up to 7%. The students on AUSU council will
sitting at the table with the AU administration, influencing
the decisions being made regarding your fees.
Make your student voice heard during a time when
Athabasca University navigates their way through
government funding cuts and changes to the Alberta postsecondary system.
AUSU student advocacy is not just about Alberta – it
impacts all AU students across Canada and around the
world. Be on the forefront of determining what your
academic experience at AU will be.
Now more than ever, the voice of the AU Students’ Union
council will have an impact on your future

Run for AUSU Student Council!
There are 13 council seats available, which will be elected
during the AUSU general election held February 25 to
March 2, 2020. Following the general election, the new
council will internally elect the three executive positions President, VP External and Student Affairs, and VP Finance
and Administration.
To run for council, submit the completed Nomination
Package to the Chief Returning Officer, Bailey Daines,
at cro@ausu.org by February 7, 2020.

Visit the AUSU website here for more info.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Jan 30: Deadline to apply for course extension for Mar
Feb 7: AUSU Election – Nominations Close
Feb 10: Deadline to register in a course starting Mar 1
Feb 12: AUSU Election – Candidates Announced
Feb 15: Mar degree requirements deadline
Feb 25-Mar 2 – AUSU General Election

Free LinkedIn Learning Access
AUSU provides all AU undergraduate students with FREE
access to LinkedIn Learning, with video training content
from Lynda.com.

Access courses on business, creative and technology
skills. LinkedIn Learning offers thousands of on-demand
courses to help you build professional skills that can help
you in your studies or in your career.
Learn from industry experts. Stream LinkedIn Learning
courses taught by passionate instructors with real-world
experience on hundreds of topics.
Explore hot topics with Athabasca University
students. Our most popular LinkedIn Learning courses in
January were:
•
•
•
•
•
•

“Online Marketing Foundations”
“Time Management Fundamentals”
"Entrepreneurship Foundations"
“Access 2016 Essential Training”
"Learning Java", and
"Jodi Glickman on Pitching Yourself".

Learn anytime, from anywhere. Download courses to
your mobile device. Start a course on a desktop device and
finish it on your smartphone. Bookmark courses on your
phone and watch them on your computer.

Log on. Get Smart. Get LinkedIn Learning .

Visit the AUSU website here for more info
and to set up your free account.
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CLA SS IF I E DS
Classifieds are free for AU students!
Contact voice@voicemagazine.org for more information.
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